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Abstract

Background—An estimated 4 million Americans have been exposed to the hepatitis C virus 

(HCV) in the US population. The risk of incident and progressive chronic kidney disease and of 

mortality in patients with normal kidney function infected with HCV is unclear.

Methods—In a nationally representative cohort of 100,518 HCV+ and 920,531 HCV- US 

Veterans with normal baseline estimated glomerular filtration rate(eGFR), we examined the 

association of HCV infection with: (1)all-cause mortality, (2)incidence of decreased kidney 

function (defined as eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2 and 25% decrease in eGFR), (3)ESRD, and (4)rate 

of kidney function decline. Associations were examined in naïve and adjusted Cox models (for 

time-to-event analyses) and logistic regression models (for slopes), with sequential adjustments 

for important confounders. Propensity-matched cohort analysis was used in sensitivity analyses.

Results—The patients’ age was 54.5±13.1(mean±SD) years, 22% were black and 92% male, and 

the baseline eGFR was 88±16 ml/min/1.73m2. In multivariate adjusted models HCV infection was 

associated with 2.2 fold higher mortality (fully adjusted hazard ratio(aHR), 95%CI: 2.17(2.13–

2.21)), 15% higher incidence of decreased kidney function(aHR, 95%CI: 1.15(1.12–1.17)), 22% 

higher risk of steeper slopes of eGFR (adjusted odds ratio, 95%CI: 1.22(1.19–1.26)) and 98% 

higher hazard of ESRD (aHR, 95%CI: 1.98 (1.81–2.16)). Quantitatively similar results were found 

in propensity-matched cohort analyses.
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Conclusions—HCV infection is associated with higher mortality risk, incidence of decreased 

kidney function and progressive loss of kidney function. Randomized controlled trials are 

warranted to determine whether treatment of HCV infection can prevent the development and 

progression of CKD and improve patient outcomes.
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Introduction

Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, which affects 130–150 million people 

worldwide, is one of the leading causes of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular cancer, as well 

as a leading indication for liver transplantation in developed countries.(1) In addition, 

several extra-hepatic complications, such as dermatologic, rheumatologic and hematologic 

disorders, are also associated with chronic HCV.(2) Renal complications, such as 

albuminuria,(3–5) cryoglobulinemia-induced membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis and 

other glomerulonephritides,(6) are also well documented in patients with chronic HCV. 

However, it is not clear whether and to what extent chronic HCV infection affects the 

development and progression of chronic kidney disease (CKD) at a population level.

Several studies of large databases have recently addressed the association between HCV and 

kidney disease, with conflicting results,(3, 7–15) and a recent meta-analysis concluded that 

HCV was not significantly associated with the incidence of reduced estimated glomerular 

filtration rate (eGFR), but was positively associated with the presence of albuminuria and 

proteinuria in the general population.(4, 5) However, several of the previous studies had 

limitations such as modest sample size, low event rates, selection bias and lack of proper end 

point definition (e.g. the use of a single eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2 to define incident CKD).

(7, 8) Furthermore, it remains unclear if HCV infection affects the rate of kidney function 

deterioration in patients with established CKD, and therefore the incidence of end stage 

renal disease (ESRD).

We examined the association of HCV infection with the development of decreased kidney 

function and with progressive loss of kidney function, along with the risk of all-cause 

mortality in a large, nationally representative contemporary cohort of US veterans. We 

hypothesized that the presence of HCV infection is associated with higher risk of incidence 

of low eGFR, with faster renal function deterioration, with higher a risk of developing 

ESRD, and with higher risk of death.

Methods

Cohort Definition

The institutional review committees at the Memphis and Long Beach Veterans Affairs 

Medical Centers approved the study. Our study utilized data from a cohort study examining 

risk factors in patients with incident CKD (Racial and Cardiovascular Risk Anomalies in 

CKD (RCAV) study).(16) The algorithm for cohort definition is shown in Figure 1. Using 
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the national Veterans Affairs (VA) Decision Support System National Data Extracts 

Laboratory Results files and Corporate Data Warehouse LabChem data files, we extracted 

serum creatinine levels measured in the course of clinical practice in any VA facility to 

identify veterans with eGFR of ≥60 ml/min/1.73m2,(17) calculated according to the Chronic 

Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) Equation, which is a reliable and 

frequently used equation to estimate GFR.(18) We identified 3,582,478 patients with 

baseline eGFR ≥60 ml/min/1.73m2 among a total of 4,444,699 patients with any available 

eGFR between October 1, 2004 and September 30, 2006. HCV infection was defined as the 

presence of a laboratory test result indicating infection, including HCV virus PCR or HCV 

antibody, any time after October 1, 2004. After exclusion of patients without available HCV 

test result or repeated serum creatinine measurements during the follow-up period, 

1,021,049 patients were included in our final cohort (Figure 1), of which 100,518 were HCV 

positive on laboratory testing while 920,531 had HCV negative tests (Figure 1). Socio-

demographic characteristics, comorbid conditions and laboratory characteristics were 

obtained, as previously described.(19–22) Information about age, gender and race were 

obtained through the VA Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) and from Medicare through the 

VA-Medicare data merge project.(23)

Outcomes

We defined four different outcomes: 1) incidence of eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2, 2) slopes of 

eGFR, 3) incidence of ESRD and 4) all-cause mortality. Incidence of eGFR <60 ml/min/

1.73m2 was used in lieu of incidence of CKD, due to unavailability of proteinuria measures 

on most included participants, and was defined as the presence of two consecutive eGFR 

values of <60 ml/min/1.73m2 at least 90 days apart with the added stipulation that the 

decrease in eGFR should be at least 25% from the baseline eGFR. Slopes of eGFR were 

calculated from all available eGFR values derived from outpatient serum creatinine 

measurements in each individual during the entire follow-up period, using least squares 

regression. The median (interquartile range (IQR)) number of serum creatinine 

measurements used to calculate eGFR slopes was 10 (5–17). Rapid deterioration was 

defined as slopes of <-5 ml/min/1.73m2/year (i.e. loss of eGFR of >5 ml/min/1.73m2/year).

(24) Information on ESRD, defined as initiation of renal replacement therapy or pre-emptive 

transplant, was obtained from the USRDS database. Data on all-cause mortality was 

obtained from the VA Vital Status Files (VSF), which contain dates of death or last medical/

administrative encounter from all sources in the VA system with sensitivity and specificity 

of 98.3% and 99.8%, respectively, as compared to the National Death Index as gold 

standard.(25)

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive analyses were performed and skewed variables were log-transformed. The start 

of the follow-up period was the date of the first eGFR ≥60 ml/min/1.73m2 during 2005–

2006. Patients were followed until death or were censored at the date of last healthcare or 

administrative visit, or on July 26, 2013.

The association of HCV with mortality was assessed using the Kaplan-Meier method and 

Cox regressions, by examining crude and adjusted associations of HCV with the studied 
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outcomes and with the composite outcomes of mortality or ESRD and mortality or incident 

eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2. The association between HCV and steeper slopes of eGFR was 

examined in logistic regression models. Models were adjusted for the following confounders 

based on a priori considerations: model 1: age, gender, race/ethnicity; model 2: model 1 

variables and baseline eGFR; model 3: model 2 variables and comorbidities (diabetes, 

hypertension, cardiovascular disease, congestive heart failure, cerebro-vascular disease, 

peripheral vascular disease, lung disease, dementia, rheumatic disease, malignancy, HIV/

AIDS and depression); model 4: model 3 variables and systolic blood pressure, diastolic 

blood pressure and body mass index (BMI); model 5: model 4 variables and various socio-

economic parameters (income, marital status, service connection, adherence to medical 

interventions (defined as the presence of the ICD9-CM code of V15.81 during any inpatient 

or outpatient encounter), medication adherence (defined as the percentage of days covered 

(PDC) for any antihypertensive medication throughout follow-up,(16) number of healthcare 

encounters during follow-up, number of prescribed antihypertensive medications and 

ACEI/ARB usage throughout follow-up. We did not adjust for presence of liver disease in 

our main analysis, since liver disease is an effect mediator of HCV rather than a confounder; 

however, we performed sensitivity analyses with adjustment for liver disease.

The propensity score method was used as sensitivity analysis to account for baseline 

differences arising from dissimilarities in clinical and demographic characteristics of 

patients with and without HCV infection.(26) Variables associated with HCV positive status 

were identified using logistic regression and were used to calculate propensity scores. 

STATA’s “psmatch2” command suite was used to generate the propensity score-matched 

cohorts by a 1-to-1 nearest neighbor matching without replacement. As death and 

development of CKD/ESRD are competing events, the association of HCV with the two 

outcomes was assessed by means of semi-parametric time-dependent competing-risks 

regression analyses in the propensity-matched cohort.(27) We performed sensitivity analysis 

in the sub-cohort of 129,959 patients had been tested for HCV-RNA.

Statistical analyses were performed using STATA MP Version 12 (STATA Corporation, 

College Station, TX).

Results

Baseline characteristics

The mean±SD age of the cohort at baseline was 54.5±13.1 years, 73% and 22% of patients 

were white and black, respectively, 21% of the patients were diabetic and the mean baseline 

eGFR was 87.6±16.3 ml/min/1.73m2. Baseline characteristics of patients categorized by 

HCV status are shown in Table 1. Patients with HCV were slightly younger, more likely to 

be black and divorced and to have lower income, liver disease, depression and higher eGFR 

at baseline. Baseline characteristics were well balanced in the propensity-matched cohort 

(Table S1).
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Mortality

The median follow-up time was 8.0 years (interquartile range: 7.2–8.5 years). There were 

18,811 deaths (18.7%, mortality rate 25.8 [25.4–26.2]/1000 patient-years) in the HCV 

positive group and 98,124 deaths (10.7%, 14.2 [14.1–14.3]/1000 patient-years) in the HCV 

negative group. Figure 2 shows the association between HCV positive status and mortality 

in unadjusted and adjusted models. HCV positive status was associated with higher 

mortality risk in the unadjusted (hazard ratio (HR): 1.83, 95% confidence interval (CI): 

1.81–1.86) and fully adjusted model (HR: 2.17, 95%CI: 2.13–2.21) (Table S2). In sensitivity 

analysis, HCV positive status was associated with higher mortality risk (HR: 1.80, 95%CI: 

1.75–1.85) in the propensity score-matched cohort (Table S3). Figure 3 panel A shows the 

survival probability of HCV positive and negative patients in the propensity score-matched 

cohort, with HCV positive status showing an association with lower survival probability.

Incidence of eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2

The median follow-up time for incident eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2 was 7.8 years 

(interquartile range: 6.8–8.4 years). There were 11,271 events (11.2%, incidence rate 16.7 

[16.4–17.0]/1000 patient-years) in the HCV positive group and 95,837 events (10.4%, 

incidence rate 14.9 [14.8–15.0]/1000 patient-years) in the HCV negative group. Figure 2 

shows the association between HCV positive status and new onset eGFR <60 ml/min/

1.73m2, with higher risk in the unadjusted (HR: 1.11, 95%CI: 1.09–1.13) and fully adjusted 

model (HR: 1.15, 95%CI: 1.12–1.17) (Table S2). Figure 3 panel B shows the event-free 

survival probability of HCV positive and negative patients in the propensity score-matched 

cohort, with HCV positive status showing an association with slightly higher event rate. 

HCV positive status was also associated with increased risk of new onset eGFR <60 ml/min/

1.73m2 in competing risk regression analysis (Table S3).

Deterioration of kidney function

70,989 veterans had slopes steeper than -5 ml/min/1.73m2/year. Figure 2 shows the 

association between HCV positive status and the slope of deterioration of the kidney 

function. HCV positive status was associated with higher risk of rapid deterioration of 

kidney function in the unadjusted (OR: 1.64, 95%CI: 1.60–1.68) and fully adjusted model 

(OR: 1.22, 95%CI: 1.19–1.26) (Table S2). Similar results were found in the propensity 

score-matched cohort (Table S3).

ESRD

The median follow-up time for incident ESRD was 8.0 years (interquartile range: 7.1–8.5 

years). There were 904 incident ESRD patients (0.9%, incidence rate 1.2 [1.1–1.3]/1000 

patient-years) in the HCV positive group and 2,479 incident ESRD patients (0.3%, incidence 

rate 0.36 [0.34–0.37]/1000 patient-years) in the HCV negative group. Figure 2 shows the 

association between HCV positive status and development of ESRD. HCV positive status 

was associated with higher risk of development of ESRD in the unadjusted (HR: 3.50, 

95%CI: 3.25–3.78) and adjusted model (HR: 1.98, 95%CI: 1.81–2.16) (Table S2). Figure 3 

panel C shows the survival curves of the composite outcome (ESRD or mortality) of HCV 

positive and negative patients in the propensity score-matched cohort, with HCV positive 
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status showing an association with higher risk for the development of ESRD or death. HCV 

positive status was also associated with increased risk of ESRD in competing risk regression 

analysis (Table S3).

Sensitivity analyses

Of the 1,021,049 patients, 129,959 had been tested for the presence of HCV-RNA. In the 

latter group we assessed the association between HCV status and various outcomes 

separately in patients who were viremic, and in those who were HCV antibody-positive, but 

non-viremic according to HCV-RNA testing (Table S4). In non-viremic patients, there was 

no significant association between HCV antibody positive status and renal outcomes. 

However, HCV antibody and RNA positive (viremic) patients had 10% higher risk for new 

onset eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2 (HR: 1.10, 95%CI: (1.05–1.16)), 62% higher risk for ESRD 

(HR: 1.62, 95%CI: (1.26–2.07)), and 23% higher risk for rapid deterioration of kidney 

function (HR: 1.23, 95%CI: (1.14–1.33)) compared to HCV antibody negative patients 

(Table S4). We also performed sensitivity analyses adjusting for liver disease, in which we 

found qualitatively similar results for all outcomes (Table S5).

Discussion

In a large cohort of US veterans with baseline eGFR ≥60 ml/min/1.73m2, we examined the 

association of HCV infection with developing incident eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2, on the 

rate of kidney function decline, and on the development of ESRD and all-cause mortality. 

Similar to results reported in previous smaller studies,(12, 14) patients with HCV in our 

cohort were younger, more likely to be African-American and divorced and to have lower 

income, liver disease, depression and higher eGFR at baseline.

The presence of HCV infection was associated with increased risk of development of eGFR 

<60 ml/min/1.73m2 and with an almost 2-fold increased risk of ESRD. In addition, the 

presence of HCV was associated with rapid deterioration of kidney function. The association 

of HCV with ESRD and with the slopes of eGFR was stronger compared to its association 

with incident eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73m2, suggesting that the effect of HCV may be more 

pronounced on the progression of established CKD versus on the development of de novo 

CKD. These associations were present in HCV-RNA positive (viremic) patients, but not in 

HCV-RNA negative patients in our sensitivity analyses. Several previous studies found 

similar associations,(9–12, 28, 29) while other studies reported opposite findings.(7, 8) 

Potential reasons for the discrepant results in these studies are their smaller sample sizes, 

selection bias, lack of adjustment for possible confounders and shorter follow-up duration.

(7, 8) Another potential problem in some previous studies was the utilization of end points 

that do not reliably identify CKD, such as the occurrence of a single eGFR <60 ml/min/

1.73m2.(8) Prior to ours the largest study examining the association between HCV infection 

and CKD-related outcomes reported an almost 3-fold higher risk of development of ESRD 

in HCV-positive patients compared to their HCV-negative counterparts.(12)

There are several potential explanations for the higher risk of adverse renal events in HCV-

positive patients. HCV infection is associated with albuminuria and presence of 

cryoglobulins, amyloid deposition, or HCV-antibody immune complexes, which can be 
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responsible for kidney injury due to systemic immune response to HCV infection.(3, 4, 30) 

HCV is also believed to have the potential for entry into and replication within renal tissue.

(3, 31) In addition to viral cytopathic or immunologic effects, insulin resistance can be a 

very important host factor in patients with chronic HCV infection.(32) Insulin resistance and 

hyperinsulinemia cause excess intra-renal production of insulin-like growth factor 1 and 

transforming growth factor β, thus triggering proliferation of renal cells and up-regulating 

the expression of angiotensin II type 1 receptors in mesangial cells, which in turn enhances 

the harmful effects of angiotensin II in the kidney.(33)

In addition to the association with development of ESRD and new onset decreased eGFR, 

HCV infection was strongly associated with increased risk of all-cause mortality. Several 

potential mechanisms can explain the association between HCV infection and increased risk 

of mortality. HCV is a well-known cause of hepatic cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. 

In our database, the prevalence of liver disease was 8-fold higher in HCV positive patients 

than in their HCV negative counterparts.

Our results have implications for clinical practice and for future research. Clinicians may 

wish to counsel patients with HCV infection about their potential for increased risk of 

kidney disease and mortality in addition to their risk for hepatic complications. Future 

studies should investigate whether treatment for eradicating HCV, including recently 

developed drugs,(34–36) alters the risk for the development and/or progression of renal 

disease.

Our study is notable for its large sample size and event numbers, and for it being 

representative of veterans in the entire United States. It also has several limitations that need 

to be acknowledged. A limitation of observational studies such as ours is that they cannot 

prove causal associations between predictors and outcomes, and therefore we cannot claim 

that the HCV infection was indeed the primary reason for the worse survival and higher risk 

of renal end points. The study population consisted mostly of male patients; hence the 

results may not apply to females. The veteran population is not representative of the entire 

United States population. We used relatively novel statistical methods such as propensity 

score matching and competing risk regression analyses in our sensitivity analyses to 

minimize the effects of bias by indication and competing risk, but even these methods do not 

address unmeasured confounders, such as smoking history. In addition, we did not have 

information about the causes of death and therefore we cannot analyze associations with 

cardiovascular, infectious, and malignancy-related mortality. We did not have rigorous and 

homogenous diagnostic approaches for assessing HCV exposure, which may lead to non-

differential misclassification. Such rigorous case ascertainment is, however, not feasible in 

large administrative cohorts such as ours. Additionally, we do not have data about 

albuminuria in our database; consequently we can only comment on associations between 

HCV and eGFR-related outcomes, but not on associations with properly defined incident 

CKD. Nevertheless, by using ESRD as one of our end points we can infer that HCV is 

associated with the development and/or progression of CKD. Lastly, we used diagnostic 

codes to define comorbid conditions that could act as confounders in the association of HCV 

infection with adverse outcomes, which may underestimate their prevalence.
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Conclusions

In our large and contemporary cohort of more than 1 million US veterans, HCV infection is 

associated with higher mortality risk and with the development and progression of kidney 

disease. Randomized controlled trials are indicated to determine if treatment of HCV 

infection can prevent the development and progression of CKD and lower the risk of renal 

disease and mortality.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Flow chart of the cohort creation
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Figure 2. 
Association of presence of HCV and outcomes using Cox-proportional models and logistic 

regression models in the cohort of 1,021,049 patients

Adjusted for:

Model 1: age, gender, race/ethnicity

Model 2: Model 1 and baseline GFR

Model 3: Model 2 and comorbidities (diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular diseae, 

congestive heart failure, cerebro-vascular disease, peripheral vascular disease, lung disease, 

dementia, rheumatic disease, malignancy, HIV/AIDS and depression)

Model 4: Model 3 and systolic BP, diastolic BP and BMI

Model 5: Model 4 and socio-demographic parameters (income, marital status, service 

connection, complience, drug complience, number of visit, number of medication and 

ACEI/ARB usage)

Abbreviations: ACEI: Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor; AIDS: Acquired 

immundeficiency syndrome; ARB: Angiotensin receptor blocker; BMI: body mass index; 

BP: blood pressure; eGFR: Estimated glomerular filtration rate; HIV: Human 

Immundeficiency Virus
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Figure 3. 
Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves for various Outcomes (Panel A: All-cause Mortality; Panel 

B: Incidence of decreased kidney function; Panel C: Composite of ESRD or Mortality; Panel 

D: Composite of Incidence of decreased kidney function or Mortality) in the Propensity-

Matched Cohort (N= 144,178 patients)

Abbreviations: CKD: Chronic kidney disease; ESRD: End stage renal disease
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Table 1

Baseline characteristics of study population

HCV negative
(n=920,531)

HCV positive
(n=100,518)

Age (years) 55±13 53±8

Gender (male) 842,483 (92) 96,537 (96)

Race:

White 646,650 (75) 58,887 (60)

African-American 177,160 (20) 35,129 (36)

Hispanic 21,452 (2) 2,158 (2)

Other Race 20,693 (2) 1,674 (2)

Marital status:

Married 441,452 (50) 30,332 (31)

Single 123,439 (14) 17,714 (18)

Divorced 272,946 (31) 44,066 (46)

Widow 43,926 (5) 4,251 (4)

Other sociodemographic:

Income (USD) 21,111 (11,455–32,858) 13,952 (9,361–27,615)

Non-adherent to medical interventions* 71,415 (8) 14,932 (15)

Miscallenous:

Baseline eGFR (ml/min./1.73m2) 87±16 93±16

BMI (kg/m2) 29±6 28±5

Systolic BP (mmHg) 135±19 136±20

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 78±12 81±13

Number of visits 112 (59–201) 154 (82–273)

Comorbidities:

Hypertension 499,312 (54) 53,230 (53)

Diabetes mellitus 195,781 (21) 21,152 (21)

Cardiovascular Disease** 90,518 (10) 7,410 (7)

Congestive Heart Failure 29,635 (3) 3,256 (3)

Cerebrovascular Disease 43,770 (5) 4,257 (4)

Peripheral Arterial Disease 40,459 (4) 4,130 (4)

Chronic Lung Disease 155,446 (17) 19,399 (19)

Dementia 3,608 (0.4) 372 (0.4)

Rheumatologic Disease 14,733 (2) 1,176 (1)

Liver Disease 8,780 (1) 8,100 (8)

All malignancies 70,789 (8) 6,622 (7)

AIDS/HIV 9,743 (1) 2,898 (3)

Depression 115,524 (13) 19,733 (20)

Medications:
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HCV negative
(n=920,531)

HCV positive
(n=100,518)

Number of anti-hypertensive medications 3 (2–4) 3 (2–4)

PDC 82±28 79±28

ACEI or ARB used*** 474,227 (52) 52,837 (53)

Dichotomous/dummy variables are presented as number of patients and percentage; continous variables are presented as mean±SD or median 
(interquartile range, IQR)

*
Defined as the presence of the ICD9-CM code V15.81 during any inpatient or outpatient encounter

**
Cardiovascular Disease was defined as acute myocardial infraction, angina, coronary artery disease, previous coronary artery bypass grafting or 

percutaneous coronary intervention

***
ACEI or ARB used any time during follow-up

Abbreviations: ACEI: Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor; AIDS: Acquired immundeficiency syndrome; ARB: Angiotensin receptor blocker; 
BMI: Body mass index; BP: Blood pressure; eGFR: Estimated glomerular filtration rate; HIV: Human Immundeficiency Virus; IQR: Interquartile 
range; PDC: Percentage of days covered; SD: Standard deviation
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